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1
Installation and Overview of Performance
Sentry Web Portal
The Performance Sentry Quick Start Guide provides an overview of the components that setup
installs, the system requirements for installing the components and the install procedure. The
performance data collection process is also briefly overviewed.
Setup installs these components:
(1) Performance Sentry Collection Service
(2) Performance Sentry Administration
(3) Performance Sentry Web Portal and Performance Database
By default all of the components are selected, but you may change the selection if there are
components that do not need to be installed.
Performance Sentry Collection Service runs as a Windows Service 24 x 7 and stops and starts with
the system, collecting Windows performance counters based on a Data Collection Set (DCS).
Performance Sentry includes numerous pre-defined Data Collection Sets which make it very easy to
install and immediately begin collecting valuable performance data.
Performance Sentry Administration is used to select and modify the Data Collection Set used to
determine how performance data is collected by Performance Sentry.
The Performance Sentry Performance Database (PDB) is a Microsoft SQLServer-based database
that contains all of the performance data collected by Performance Sentry.
The Performance Sentry Portal is a web-based graphical interface to the PDB. The Portal consists
of a variety of pre-defined charts and contains powerful tools for creating customized charts based on
your corporate needs.
For more detail on each of these components please see the section, “How All of This Works”.
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Installing the Software
Setup begins by checking system requirements that may require a system restart if they are
subsequently installed. System requirements are listed in the “System Requirements” section below.
If there are no pre-requisites required prior to installation, then the setup continues by asking for
destination locations for each of the components. If the Portal and PDB component is selected, then
setup also checks for the presence of an instance of Microsoft SQL Server. If no SQL Server is
installed, then setup will install SQL Server Express Edition as part of the Portal and PDB component
installation.
The Performance Sentry Collection Service is installed first to capture performance data while the rest
of the installation takes place. Setup then installs the Sentry Administration component. Setup will
then install the pre-requisites for the Performance Sentry Portal and PDB, which may include SQL
Server Express Edition with Management Studio as well as some IIS components.
After all components are installed, setup then loads the performance database (PDB) with sample
performance data for a fictitious computer named ‘SQLSERVER’, and then loads the performance
data collected during the installation. Finally, setup prompts whether to run the Web Portal.
Selecting the checkbox to run the Web Portal launches Internet Explorer and setup ends.

System Requirements
System requirements for installation are:


Windows 7 or newer or Windows Server 2008 R2 or newer1



Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or newer2



Microsoft .NET framework 3.5.1



Microsoft .NET framework 4.0



Microsoft IIS with ASP.NET 4.0
1.

The Performance Sentry Collection Service can be installed on older versions of the
Windows Operating System. Contact support@demandtech.com for compatibility with older
systems.

2.

If Microsoft SQL Server is not present on the target system, then Microsoft SQL Server
2008 R2 Express Edition will be installed as a pre-requisite for the Performance Sentry
Portal and PDB component.

Install the Software
1. Locate the files downloaded from the www.demandtech.com website and select Performance
Sentry Portal.exe.

The InstallAware Wizard dialog box displays with a message that the contents of the setup package is
being verified.

The Demand Technology Logo splash screen then displays with this InstallAware Wizard dialog box
message: InstallAware is preparing the InstallAware Wizard which will install this application.
Please Wait.
© 2014 DEMAND TECHNOLOGY SOFTWARE, INC.
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Next the Welcome to Performance Sentry Portal and PDB Setup window displays.

2. Click Next.
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The Select Features window displays.
Note: All three components are selected by default. If you have already installed one of the
components, or choose not to install it on this machine then click the dropdown icon next to it and
select X.

3. Select the components that you wish to install then check the click Next.
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A pre-requisite window may display

4. Any pre-requisites that may require a system restart are listed. If you do not want setup to install
these pre-requisites, click Cancel and setup will end. You can then install the pre-requisites at a more
convenient time after which you can re-run setup. Click Next to continue.
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The License Agreement window displays

5. Review the End User License Agreement and If you agree with the terms of the Agreement check
the box next to ‘I accept the license agreement’ and Click Next.
The Performance Sentry Collection Service destination folder window displays.

6. Accept the default, or browse to another folder and click Next.
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The Performance Sentry Administration destination folder window displays.

7. Accept the default, or browse to another folder and click Next.
The Scanning for SQL Server instances window displays.
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Note: If SQL Server is installed on your system and you have SQL Server Browser Service running,
you will be prompted to choose an instance on this machine.

Choose a target instance.

Click Next.
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The installation will attempt to connect to the SQL Instance

If no SQL instance is found then a new instance of SQL Server Express will be installed.

8. Click Next.
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The Performance Sentry Portal website creation window will display

9. Make desired changes or accept the defaults and click Next.
The Performance Sentry Portal website destination window will display

10. Browse to a different folder or accept the defaults and click Next.
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The Performance Sentry Portal Ready to Install window will display

10. All necessary information has been received. Click Next proceed with the installation.
Setup then installs the Performance Sentry Collection Service
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…followed by the installation of Performance Sentry Administration

Note: The Pre-requisite window only displays if Microsoft SQL Server or IIS are not installed

11. Click Next.
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The Installing Performance Sentry Portal and PDB Pre-requisite window displays for the duration of
the installation of the pre-requisites. A message at the bottom of the window indicates which prerequisite is being installed.
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After the pre-requisite applications and the Portal website are installed, the Performance Database
(PDB) destination folder window is displayed

12. Browse to a desired folder, or accept the default and click Next.
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The database will be defined in the folder specified above and sample data from a machine named
SQLServer will be loaded into the database

The performance data collected during installation will then be loaded into the PDB
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The Performance Sentry Portal and PDB Setup Complete window displays.

Congratulations! You have successfully installed Performance Sentry and performance
been collected while the installation took place.

data has

Performance data will continue to be collected by the collection service and by default will be
loaded into the performance database at 3 a.m. each morning.
13. Click Finish to run the Performance Sentry Portal.
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The Performance Sentry Portal displays in Microsoft Internet Explorer.

Click on the icon under ‘Daily Charts’ to begin viewing performance data. But first, you will be
directed to a Chart Template Utility page where you will have to define the Chart Definition tables
then load the most up-to-date chart template definitions. Click Define Tables to define the tables in
the Performance Database (PDB).
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The page will refresh indicating that the tables have been created. Next, click Browse to navigate to
the XML file containing the Chart Definitions

By default, the file is in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Performance Sentry Portal\Downloads

The Select the ChartDefinitions file and click Open
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The fully qualified file name will appear in the text box. Click Load Chart Definitions

The Chart Definitions will load to the page. Click Import

The Chart Definitions will be added to the database. Click on the Performance Sentry Portal icon in
the upper left-hand corner to return to the home page.
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Click on Daily Charts and the memory\Page Faults/sec chart will be displayed.
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Viewing Performance Data from Other Windows Servers
Once you’ve seen the depth of performance data that Performance Sentry can collect, you’ll want to
gather data from other computers as well. How do you do this? You will need to install the collection
service on additional Windows servers using the collection service setup routine (CSSetup.exe) that
was installed during the Performance Sentry Administration component installation. CSSetup.exe
can be found in the following folder:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Performance Sentry Administration v4\collection service files
Also in that folder are modified Data Collection Sets (DCSs) which are files containing parameters
that are used by the Performance Sentry Collection Service to determine which performance counter
values to collect, how often to collect them and what to do with them once they have been collected.
‘What to do with them’ is the key phrase, as each of these DCSs have been modified to load the data
directly to the Microsoft SQL Server Performance Database (PDB) once a day (at 3a.m. by default)
using the ntdacmd.exe program with parameters pointing to the newly defined PDB. You can open
the XML-formatted DCS files (with a file extension of DCSX) in notepad and examine the cycle end
command yourself. It has the format:
<CycleEndCommand>NtDACmd.exe -d "@LastDataFile:p" -c computername -dbi
databaseinstancename -dbn databasename </CycleEndCommand>
where





computername is the server where the PDB database resides,
databaseinstancename is the SQL Server Instance under which the PDB runs, and
databasename is the name of the performance database (PDB)
Here is a screenshot showing the use of notepad to examine the ‘Default Collection Set.DCSX’ file
with the CycleEndCommnad element highlighted:
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You can also view the cycle end command using Performance Sentry Administration and clicking on
‘Properties’ in the upper right-hand side of the window:

Here is a close-up view of the Properties section:

To install the collection service on additional machines, simply copy the installation executable,
CSSetup.exe, and the accompanying DCSX files to the target machine (or link to the folder from the
target machine) and start execute CSSetup.exe. Setup will install the Performance Sentry Collection
Service along with the modified DCSX files and will start the Performance Sentry Collection service
using the ‘Default Collection Set’ DCS file.
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At cycle end (3a.m. by default) the collection service will close the current data collection file, open a
new one, then load all of the data files created the previous day (found in the ‘Previous’ sub-folder) to
the PDB. To learn more about Performance Sentry Administration and Performance Collection
Service operation, see the Performance Sentry User Guide which can be opened from the Start
Menu shortcut or found in the ‘Documents’ subfolder of the Performance Sentry Administration
folder.

Viewing Linux Data
If you would like to view Linux data in the Portal, you must first collect the data and load it into the
Performance Database. To collect Linux data you must install open source collection routines on
each Linux machine and define an ODBC connection string on the computer hosting the SQL
Performance Database (PDB).
Instructions to do this are in the document titled “Quick Start Guide: Linux Performance Data
Collection and Processing into PDB.”
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Using the Performance Sentry Portal
The Performance Sentry web portal provides access to the NTSMF Performance Database (PDB) for
both reporting and analysis. It supplies the following the set of reports:


Daily Performance Charts is a powerful database query tool that allows you to create and view
presentation-quality graphical reports for the analysis of Windows, VMware and Linux
performance problems. It is limited, however, to reporting data for a single 24-hour period for
one machine at a time.



Management by Exception reports, using alert data gathered by the Performance Sentry
performance data collector.



A Machine Configuration and Inventory report documents the static hardware and software
characteristics of each and every Windows machine for which performance data was gathered
and processed through the PDB.

You normally access the Daily Performance Charts and Alerts summary report from the Portal’s
default.aspx landing page, default.aspx, which was illustrated on page 18 of this document. From the
DailyCharts.aspx page, you can also navigate to the configuration options where you can define new
chart templates, or modify existing ones, using the Chart Template Editor. Chart templates are stored
in the PDB alongside the performance counter data. The Chart Definition utility panel can also be
used to import chart templates, as illustrated on page 19-20 of this document, or export chart
templates to copy the templates from one copy of the Portal to another.
From the main Alerts summary report, you can drill into the alerts that fired for specific machines.
You can also navigate from specific alerts to the Daily Performance Charts, where a PDB query will
be issued automatically for data that is representative of conditions that were current at the time the
specific alert was triggered.
The quickest way to navigate to a Machine Configuration report is from the main
PDBDataAdministration page, but it can also be reached by selecting the Machine name in several
other reports designed for the PDB data administrator.
The Portal also provides tools for PDB data administration, including facilities to monitor the daily
update of the PDB, which is usually scheduled to run overnight. It also includes panels for defining
Machine Groups, and assigning machines to them, a feature that is designed to help you navigate to
specific machines easily.
The sections that follow document the individual web pages that comprise the Performance Sentry
Portal.

Default.aspx landing page
The default landing page is a simple graphical menu that allows you to choose between the Daily
Performance Charts, the daily Alerts summary report or PDB Data Administrator tasks.

You can return to the default menu at any time by clicking the
in the upper left hand corner of every Portal web page.
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Daily Performance Charts
The Daily Performance Charts page, DailyCharts.aspx, displays a high-resolution graphical report
built from performance counter data stored in the PDB. The web page displays a Main Chart and a
Box and Whiskers Plot, plus controls for changing the date and time range of the data that is
displayed. If the chart template defines multiple sets of time series data to be displayed in the Main
Chart, additional controls can be used to excludes any of these sets of counter data from the Main
Chart. The Box plot displays the distribution of a single set of counter values by hour. It is positioned
just below the Main Chart. (You may have to scroll down in the web page to see the Box plot in its
entirety.)
All charts are limited to reporting on one machine at a time, and the report time window is limited to
no more than one 24-hour day. You can narrow the report window on the Main Chart to a period as
little as one hour, but the Box Plot is always displayed as a daily view.
Charts are built by querying the performance database to gather a specific set of counter data fields.
The PDB queries are generated dynamically, based on instructions contained in a chart template,
which specifies the PDB data fields to extract. The chart template also contains specific chart
formatting instructions, including the y-axis labels to be used.
All counter data is charted in time series. Date and time selection controls allow you to select the date
and define a time window for which you would like to view data. The charts can show data for as
little as one hour or as long as a contiguous 24-hour period.
Database schema. A basic understanding of how the performance counter data that was gathered by
the Performance Sentry collection agent is processed and then stored in the PDB in MS SQL Server
Tables will help you make more effective use of the Portal’s charting features.
Inside the PDB, SQL Server Tables are built for each machine. These machine-specific data Tables, a
data Table for each performance object included in the collection set, are constructed initially the first
time data from a machine is ever processed. Subsequently, when more data for that machine is loaded,
the machine-specific data Tables that exist are validated by the PDB Loader program against the
current set of format records in the .smf collection file to determine if any new data tables need to be
built or if existing tables need to be modified to reflect any new performance objects and counters that
are available.
Inside SQL Server, each machine-specific Table name is designated machinename@objectname. For
example, if you have loaded performance counter for a Windows machine named PROD1, inside the
SQL Server PDB, you will find Tables designated PROD1@Processor, PROD1@LogicalDisk, etc.,
that store the counter data gathered for this machine.
Each performance counter gathered is stored in a column in the Table, where the column name
identifier is the name of the field. For example, the data for the Available Bytes counter, a field in the
Memory performance object in Windows, is stored in a column in the machinename@Memory table
in a column named Available_Bytes.
 Note that the SQL Server identifiers used for table names and column names cannot
contain blank characters. Many other special characters in performance object and
counter names like “%” or “#” are also invalid. So, the PDB data loader modifies the
object and counter names used in SQL identifiers to conform to the naming conventions
that SQL Server adheres to.
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Each Row in the machine data Tables stores the counter values for a set of counter data observations
made at a specific point in time. A TimeStamp field identifies the precise time at which these counter
data values were observed. In addition, there are also date and time columns in each row that identify
the Date, Year, Month, Day and Hour the counter data observations were gathered.
A composite field designated as the RecordID is also constructed for each row of data stored in the
machine-specific data Table. Together with the TimeStamp field, RecordIDs uniquely identify that
row of counter data. The TimeStamp column is used to index the machine-specific SQL Server data
Tables to make querying data in the PDB faster.
Some performance objects, like the Memory counters, are singletons – there is just one set of counters
that reflects all memory activity in Windows for each measurement interval.
For many other performance objects, like Logical and Physical Disk or Process, you will find multiple
instances of the counter set stored in the database, reporting measurements for each individual disk or
process. In the PDB, there is a separate row for each instance of an instanced performance object. A
unique Instance name is also stored in the corresponding data row to identify that set of performance
counter measurements.
In the case of instances of the Process object, things are a little bit more complicated because the
Process Instance name, which is the name of .exe file, is not guaranteed to be unique. Normally, there
are multiple instances of the svchost.exe process or w3wp.exe web application worker process
running, for example. The Process ID field is unique, however, so the PDB uses the Process name and
ID to identify the data rows in the machinename@Process data table.
There are also performance objects that require both an instance name and a parent instance name to
identify a unique set of time series counter data. For example, the Thread object uses an instance
name based on the Thread ID and a parent name that is the name of the parent Process. In the case of
the Thread object, the parent Process ID is also needed to identify a unique set of counter values.
In this fashion, when Windows counter data from a .smf data file is loaded, each data record the .smf
data file becomes a single row of counter data that is inserted in the PDB
For more information on how the Performance Database schema is constructed dynamically, see the
section in this document entitled “How All of This Works.”
With that understanding of the PDB database schema in mind, let’s look at how the Daily
Performance Charts are constructed and the options available for building charts, including the chart
templates that define which counter data fields are selected for charting.
An example Daily Performance Chart is pictured below:
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The description of the elements that the Daily Performance Charts web page contains is keyed to the
numbers that overlay the example screen shot above.
 M AIN CHART .
The Main Chart is displayed in the upper right portion of the web page. It is a high resolution graphic
built on demand based on


the counter data fields specified in the chart template



for the machine selected, and



the date and time range selected.

The Portal renders charts in the form of jpeg image files. They are built at the IIS web site where the
Portal is installed. Image files are then downloaded from the web server to the web page, where they
are displayed in the browser. You can easily cut and paste them from the web page to another
application, such as an MS Word document or any other document type that can render a .jpg image.
The chart title contains the chart name, which defaults to the performance object/performance counter
identifier for the main chart series, the name of the selected machine and the report date. Daily charts
that span more than one calendar day are not supported in this release.
Tool tips. Using the mouse, hover over any data point plotted on the main chart to display a tool tip
that shows the time of day value and the corresponding data value that was recorded.
Chart formatting. All counter data is graphed using the specified chart type over time. The time of
day the counter data was gathered is plotted against the x-axis.
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 Because all the counter data selected for the Main chart is always graphed over time, it
is possible to mix and match any counter data from any machine-specific data table in
the PDB.
Data values for the Main Chart data series are plotted against the primary y-axis (at left). The
maximum y-axis value displayed is determined automatically based on the underlying data series
being graphed, but it is possible to specify a y-axis max. You can also specify a logarithmic scale
instead of the normal uniform scale for the y-axis. See the discussion of the Chart Template Editor for
more details.
The chart template also defines the initial chart type for the Main Chart data series. It allows you to
choose among the following chart types:


Area



Stacked Area



Column



Stacked column



Line



Point

Use stacked area or stacked column charts whenever it makes sense logically to sum the data values
for each Main Chart data series. The resolution of the Main Chart plot area shows a maximum of 120
data points across the horizontal time of day axis, enough to represent two full hours of data precisely.
Using column charts with reporting windows that are larger than two hours runs the risk of
misrepresenting the underlying time series distribution.
The default chart type specified in the chart template for the Main Chart can also be overridden, using
the Chart Type dropdown selection menu, located towards the bottom of the web page.
 Changing the chart type requires the entire chart to be regenerated at the web server.
Overlay series. Optionally, you can add one or more one or more overlays to the Main Chart. Any
overlay data series that are extracted are plotted against a secondary axis, so they are a good option
whenever you want to report on data where the magnitude of the data values is quite different. For
example, adding an overlay series representing the demand page rate works well for a stacked area
chart that reports on bytes of physical memory that are allocated.
An overlay series can supply a crucial context that can aid in understanding or help clarify the
interpretation of the Main Chart data series. For example, adding an overlay series representing the
Processor Queue Length counter to a Main Chart that reports on processor utilization at the system,
processor or process level adds significant detail to the utilization measurements. Adding an overlay
series that shows the disk IO rate adds significant context to a Main Chart that reports device response
time.
Each overlay series is graphed as a dotted line that is plotted against the secondary (right-hand) y-axis.
The maximum y-axis value displayed on the secondary axis is determined based on the underlying
data series being graphed. Similar to the primary y-axis, it is also possible to specify a secondary yaxis max and to specify a logarithmic scale for the secondary y-axis scale.
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Chart legend. A chart legend is generated automatically based on the unique RecordIDs of the data
series extracted from the PDB, unless the number of chart data series plotted exceeds the value of the
LegendAutoHideThreshold setting, which is specified in the web.config App settings file. The
factory default value for LegendAutoHideThreshold is 16.
 DATE SELECTION CALENDAR CONTROL .
Clicking on a Day field in the calendar control allows you to change the report date.
Date selections in the calendar control are enabled for selection based on start and last timestamp
fields that are maintained in the PDB’s Machines table. The Machines table contains one row for
every machine for which performance counter data is available.
 If there are any gaps in the sequence of counter data that was loaded in the PDB, it is
possible for a report date to be selected for which no corresponding counter data values
are present in the PDB. The Daily Performance Charts will display an error message
when there is no counter data present in the PDB for the date selected, instead of simply
displaying an empty chart.
When you select a new report date, the Portal web site is notified and immediately generates a new
chart using counter data from the new date. The date selected is echoed in the 3rd line of the main
chart title. 
 TIME WINDOW SELECTION CONTROLS.
The Time Window controls allow you to narrow the report window to intervals as small as one hour
and change the report start hour, which defaults to Midnight of the selected date. After setting a new
start hour or changing the report time window size, click the “Redraw Chart” button that is
immediately to the right of these two controls.
You also click on four buttons that slide the report window that is defined forward one interval,
backwards, fast forward by 24 hours, or backwards by 24 hours. Clicking on any of the Time
Window slider buttons immediately generates a new chart using counter data from the new time
range.
 M ACHINE SELECTION CONTROLS.
The machine selection controls allow you to select a new machine to report using the current chart
template. The machine selection controls consist of


a Machines dropdown list populated from the current Machine Group,



a Machine Group selection menu, and



a Search input field that supports auto-completion, based on matching against the first three
characters that you typed into the Search box.

There is also an Execute button, which displays a “!” in red, immediately to the right of the Search
text input field. To switch to the machine that is named in the Search input text box, click the Execute
button.
Machine groups. Machine groupings make it easier to navigate in a large scale PDB that contains data
from hundreds or thousands of Windows, VMware and Linux machines. You can define as many
machine groups as necessary. Each machine which has counter data stored in the PDB can be
assigned to as many as five machine groups, allowing for one machine group assignment for each of
the five machine group categories.
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If a machine you want to report on is not assigned to any machine groups, it will not be available for
selection using any combination of the two Machine and Machine Group selection menus. However,
you can always use the machine Search capability and create reports for a machine directly.
Or you can press the “Configure…” button at the far right in this set of machine access controls to
access the PDB Data Administration panels to assign the machine to one of your machine groups. Try
looking for the machine you want in the “Unassigned Machines” report or Search for the machine by
name directly. See the section in this document on “Using Machine Groups Effectively” for more
information on both machine group definitions and assigning machines to machine groups.
 CHART TEMPLATE SELECTION CONTROLS .
Chart templates are used to specify which performance counter data to be queried to build the Main
and Box Plot charts. Templates also specify additional formatting instructions for displaying the data,
including the type of chart to build, and how to label the primary and secondary y-axis.
Chart template definitions are stored within the PDB in two tables, ChartTemplates and ChartSeries.
For convenience, chart templates are organized into sets. If you don’t see the chart template you are
looking for, change the current Chart set using the dropdown menu.
To modify the current chart template or create a new chart template from scratch, click the
“Configure…” button at the far right in this set of chart template access controls. For more
information on chart templates, see the section in this document that discusses the “Chart Template
Editor.”
 M AIN CHART SERIES SELECTION
Many of the database queries defined in the chart template can generate more than one data series to
be plotted. Initially, every data series returned from the initial PDB query is plotted. In addition, each
data series included in the main chart is identified in the main chart series selection List Box. This
control supports selection of one or more items. Initially, when the chart is first built, all items are
selected.
If you want to redraw the chart with some of the data series that were extracted excluded, use the
mouse to highlight one or more of the original data series. Click the large “Redraw Main Chart”
button to redraw the chart, using only the data series that you selected.
 TOP N SERIES SELECTION
Many chart templates execute database queries on counters that reside in performance objects with
multiple instances, such as the Physical Disk or Process objects. Database queries against instanced
performance objects can reference specific instances by name, the C: drive, for example, or the
dmperfss.exe process. Alternatively, the query can be directed against any instance of the object, in
which case the database query generated automatically uses a TOP N directive in SQL with an
ORDER BY clause based on the sum of the values of the counter specified over the query interval.
Use of the Top N directive is designed to limit the amount of data that a Main Chart displays, but
there are situations where that limit may be too severe. By default, the query is for the TOP 5 data
series, but you can use this selection box to change the maximum number of counter data series that
are requested.
 Note that when instance names that were subject to Top N processing are added to the
Main chart series selection List Box , they are added in sorted order, i.e., top-down,
from highest to lowest.
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Be aware that it is possible to specify a value for Top N that is greater than the total number of
instances of the performance object that existed in the query interval. Changing the Top N value sends
a request to the web portal to re-execute the database query immediately.
 OVERLAY CHART SERIES SELECTION
Database queries defined in the chart template can generate more than one data series to be plotted as
overlay lines. Initially, every overlay data series returned from the initial PDB query is plotted. In
addition, each overlay data series included in the main chart is identified in the Main chart overlay
series selection ListBox. This control supports selection of one or more items. Initially, when the chart
is first built, all overlay data series are selected.
If you want to redraw the chart with some of the overlay data series excluded, use the mouse to
highlight one or more of the original data series, then click the large “Redraw Main Chart” button to
redraw the chart, using only the data series that you selected.
 To suppress plotting all overlay data series, use the Chart Template Editor to remove the
chart series data definition from the template, and then click the “Apply” button.
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Box Plot and more controls
If you scroll the web browser window down, you will be able to view the remaining elements on the
Daily Performance Charts web page. These include the by hour Box Plot, plus some additional
controls that let you temporarily change the chart type and export the chart data to a comma separated
file that can be imported and then manipulated in Microsoft Excel.
The Box Plot and the additional controls are illustrated in the screen shot below:

 B OX PLOT.
Each chart template optionally defines a counter value to be graphed using a visualization technique
known as a box and whiskers chart, or a Box Plot for short. A box and whiskers chart is a compact
visualization of the distribution of the values in a data series. The Portal generates one box plot for
each one hour period for the selected date.
If the chart template does not have a Box Plot series defined, a default counter value, specific to the
platform, is chosen.
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The “box” portion of a box plot is constructed to enclose one half of the observations in the data
series. The lower bound of the box is drawn at the 25th percentile of the distribution, while the upper
bound of the box is drawn at the 75th percentile. Whiskers are lines that extend up and down from the
box portion to mark the observations at the 10th and 90th percentiles. Outliers beyond the 10th and 90th
percentiles are plotted as single points.
Tool tips. Using the mouse, hover over the box portion of any of the box plots displayed on the Box
plot chart, to display a tool tip that shows the hour value and the data series distribution values that are
plotted, including the hourly mean, median, the 10th, 25th, 75th and 90th percentile values that are
plotted.
Click to navigate. Clicking on any of the hourly box plots will automatically zoom the Main Chart
time window to a 4-hour time window, centered on the hour selected.
 CHART TYPE SELECTION .
Use this dropdown menu to change the chart type temporarily. You may select among any of the
following chart types: Area, Stacked area, Column, Stacked column, Line and Point. Changing the
chart type will trigger regeneration of the chart at the web server immediately.
To change the chart type that is associated permanently with the chart reporting template, you must
re-set the chart type using the Chart Template Editor, which is described in the next section of this
document.
 E XPORT CHART DATA.
The chart Export facility generates a comma delimited file in .csv format file containing the time
series data that was extracted from the PDB to create the current chart. Click the “Export Chart data”
button to navigate to the Export Chart Data panel.
On the Export Chart Data panel, click the “Export to CSV” button. Then, use the web browser to save
this file to your local machine. Then you can import the data into applications like Microsoft Excel,
for example.
A file name for the export file is generated automatically of the form:
NTSMFPDB.Extract.MachineName.PerformanceObjectName.dyyyyddd.thhmm.vnnnnnn.csv

The first row of data in the export file contains the column headings.
The first column of the export file always contains the Timestamp data, which has been generated in
the proper Microsoft Office-compatible format. Excel requires that you explicitly format the
Timestamp column of data using one of the pre-defined Date or Time formats, using the Format Cells
function.
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Chart Template Editor
The Daily Performance Charts are built from templates. All of the templates that you installed were
built using the Chart Template Editor, which is pictured below. You can modify any of the chart
templates that are installed, or define new ones.
You navigate to the Chart Template Editor by clicking the “Configure” button immediately to the
right of the chart selection controls on the Daily Performance Charts page, DailyCharts.aspx.

The Chart Definition Editor is implemented using two linked web pages: the initial Chart Definition
Editor panel and a second Save Chart Definition panel where you set the chart type and specify the yaxis format and labels. Use the “Save” and “Save As” buttons  in the Chart Definition Editor to
transfer control to the Save Chart Definition panel.
The initial Chart Definition Editor panel is used to define the data series that will be extracted from
the PDB to create the chart. You have an opportunity to define additional chart formatting parameters
when you go to “Save” a chart definition.
Chart templates are stored in the PDB across two SQL Server tables, ChartTemplates and
ChartSeries, which you defined during the installation process.
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The first panel in the Chart Template Editor is used to define the chart data series that will comprise
the Main chart and its associated Box Plot chart. It contains controls for identifying a performance
counter and then defining that counter’s position on the Main chart or as the value that will be used in
the Box Plot. For any counter you want to use as overlays on the Main chart, be sure to set the chart
position correctly in the Template Editor when you add the counter to the current list of counter data
to extract from the PDB.
 CHART DATA SERIES DEFINITIONS.
When you first navigate to the Chart Definition Editor, the chart series definitions for the active chart
template are displayed. Each line in the Chart Data Series definitions list box corresponds to a data
series that will be extracted from the PDB when the template is active and added to either the Main
Chart or used for the hourly Box Chart.
The chart series definition shows the series type, which can be one of the following:


a Main series that is added to the graph based on the designated chart type (stacked
area, line, etc.) and plotted against the primary (left hand) y-axis



an Overlay series that is added to the Main chart as a dotted line graph, plotted
against the secondary (right hand) y-axis.



a Box Plot series that is displayed in the Box Plot, a pre-defined hourly report
showing distribution values for the performance counter selected.

You can use this panel to define a chart template, or modify an existing one by adding a new chart
data series or removing one of the chart data series that is already defined. You can define multiple
Main and Overlay data series, but only one Box Plot series can be defined.
 In general, avoid requesting too many Main and Overlay series definitions for your
chart template to ensure that the resulting Daily Performance chart isn’t so busy that it is
difficult to understand. However, when you want to create a chart template that is
primarily to extract counter data in order to export it to a .csv file, then chart appearance
may not matter.
The chart data series definition specifies the performance counter that you want to chart. Performance
counters are defined using a path name that corresponds to the object name followed by the counter
name in the form of a performance object\ counter name. If the performance object is instanced, you
then choose to extract the counter data using one of the following options:


the sum or total of all data instance counter values in each time interval (denoted by
[SUM])



each individual occurrence of the instanced counter values observed in each time
interval (denoted by the “*” wild card value). Note that if you specify that you want to
extract each individual instance, the database query that is generated automatically uses
the Top N operator in SQL to return only the top n instances of the data series.



only counter values that correspond to a specific instance name (in which case the
specific instance name you select is coded in the series definition as follows:
performance object(instance name)\ counter name

To add a new chart data series to a chart template, you will use the Counter selection controls on the
left hand side of the screen to select the counter name for the series you want to add. As the example
above illustrates, you can add counters from different performance objects to a chart template and
they can all be displayed on the Main Chart or Box Plot.
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 COUNTER SELECTION CONTROLS.
In order to define a new data series to add to a chart, you need to access a Counter from one of the
Counter sets (also known as performance Objects in Windows). If you don’t see the specific counter
you are looking for, try changing the Counter set. Only counter sets and counters that are in the
current data collection set (DCS) are displayed in the Chart Template Editor, based on the machine
you selected in the Daily Performance Charts. Not all machines have access to all the Windows,
VMware and Linux performance counters that are available in the PDB. If you still don’t find the
counter you are looking, you can click the “Cancel” and return to the Daily Performance Charts page
where you can select a different machine that has a different data collection set associated with it.
Once you find the Counter you would like to add to the chart template, click on the counter name to
highlight it in the Counter list box.
If the counter you selected is from a Counter set that potentially can report multiple instances of the
counter each measurement interval, the Instance list box is populated with two selections:


a computed _Total instance which is calculated as the sum each interval of all the counter
value instances



(All instances), a designation which produces a Top N query.

Alternatively, you can specify a named instance by clicking the “Populate from PDB…” button and
then selecting an instance name that appears in the list.
 CHART POSITION SELECTION.
Use the Chart Position selection menu to indicate that the series should be added to the Main Chart,
based on the designated chart type, added as an overlay on the Main Chart, or is to be displayed in the
hourly Box Plot.
 Only one Box Plot series can be defined. If a Box Plot series is already defined in the
template, to change it, you must first remove the previous Box Plot series definition.
Once you have selected a counter, selected an instance designator, and selected its Chart position,
press the “Add to Chart >>” button to add the counter data series to the chart template. After pressing
the “Add to Chart >>” button, the Chart Data Series Definition control is updated. The series you just
added is shown at the end of the Chart Data Series Definition list box.
After adding a new series to the chart template, you can use the Move Up and Move Down buttons
to rearrange the Chart Data Series Definition list box to better effect. The order in which data series
are arrayed on the actual Main Chart is affected by the order in which the series definitions appear in
the Chart Definition Editor’s Chart Data Series Definition list box.
Once you have updated the chart template series definitions to your liking, issue one of the available
chart definition commands to either


Apply the changes without updating the Chart template series definitions stored in the
PDB or



Save your changes to the PDB permanently.
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 CHART DEFINITION COMMANDS.
Any changes you have made to the Chart Series definitions are temporary until you save the changed
template to the database.
Press one of the Chart Definition Command buttons to issue a command:
Apply. The “Apply” command allows you to view the modifications you just made to the Daily
Performance Chart without first saving those changes to the database. The Apply command returns
you to the Daily Performance Chart panel where the modified template is used to build a report using
the current selected machine and selected date.
After you have had a chance to view the report built using the modified chart template, press the
Chart definition “Configure” button on the Daily Performance Chart panel to return to the Chart
Definition Editor where the modified template will be loaded. From the Chart Definition Editor, you
can then “Save” the modified template to the database or continue to make changes to it.
Save. Use the “Save” command to replace an existing chart template and save the changes you have
made to the chart template permanently. The Save command transfers control to the Save Chart
Definition panel where you can finish editing the chart template and then commit your changes to the
database.
You also use the Save command to gain access to the Save Chart Definition panel, which is where
you can set or modify the chart template formatting parameters. These include the options for setting
the y-axis labels or setting y-axis maximums.
If you have not made any changes to the chart data series using the Chart Definition Editor panel, you
will be prompted to confirm the “Save” operation by pressing the “Save” button again.
Save As. Use the “Save As” the command to save the chart template you have been editing to the
database under a new name for the template. This command also transfers control to the Save Chart
Definition panel where you will have an opportunity to supply the new chart template name.
Create. The “Create” command creates an empty chart template with no chart data series defined.
The “Create” command clears the contents of the Chart Data Series definitions list box and initializes
a new chart template for you to begin modifying in the Editor. Use the Chart Definition Editor to add
chart series definitions to the new template and then press the “Apply” button to verify how the new
charts look.
After using the Chart Definition Editor to add chart series definitions to the new template, press either
the “Save” or “Save As” button to specify the name of the new chart template and set the chart
template formatting parameters.
Delete. The Delete command deletes the chart template permanently from the database.
Cancel. Use the Cancel command to terminate the chart template editing session and return to the
Daily Performance Charts screen, using the chart template you previously selected.
 REMOVE SERIES BUTTON .
To remove a chart data series from the current template, highlight the series in the Chart Data Series
Definitions list box and then press the “<<< Remove” button. Like any other modification, removing a
data series is temporary until you save the change permanently to the database. After removing a
series, you can press the “Apply” button to request rebuilding the current chart using the modified
template.
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 M OVE UP AND M OVE DOWN BUTTONS .
The order in which data series are processed and added to a chart can be important. In the case of a
stacked column or area chart, the first chart series defined is the first one processed and added to the
Main Chart. The first data series is positioned at the bottom of a stacked chart, with any other chart
series that are defined layered on top of it in the order in which they are defined. It is easier to identify
visually the y-axis values for data series positioned at the bottom of a stacked chart.
To change the current series order, highlight the data series you want to re-position in the Chart Data
Series Definitions list box and press the “Move Up” or “Move Down” buttons to move the
highlighted data series up or down one position at a time.
 IMPORT /E XPORT CHART DEFINITIONS .
Press the “Export/Import” button to access the Chart Template Utility screen where you can import
chart templates from an xml file or export chart templates to xml for transferring between PDBs.
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Save Chart Definition
The Save Chart Definition panel is used to specify the name of the chart template, set the chart type,
and specify the y-axis format and labels for the chart template. When you are satisfied with all the
chart template settings, click the large “Save” button at the upper left. After the chart template
definition is saved permanently in the database, the program will return to the Daily Performance
Charts page. The chart template you just saved will be the current chart template used by the charting
programs.

 CHART NAME, DESCRIPTION AND TYPE.
The only requirement for the name of the chart template is that it uniquely identifies the template. The
“Save” operation will fail if you specify a duplicate chart name.
Chart Name. This version of the Portal uses a chart template naming convention to group charts into
chart sets. By default a default chart name is generated in the form of objectname/countername based
on the first Main Chart series in the chart definition. The Portal code that loads the Daily Performance
Charts regards any text that precedes the “/” separator character as the name of the Chart set and then
groups the charts into chart sets.
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Chart Type. The chart template defines the initial chart type for the main data series. It allows you to
choose among Area, Stacked Area, Column, Stacked column, Line and Point charts. Overlay data
series are always plotted as line charts, and the Box Plot data series is visualized as a series of hourly
Box and whisker plots.
 PRIMARY Y A XIS SETTINGS .
Time series counter data selected for the Main chart is plotted against the primary y-axis, which is the
left hand y-axis. The Primary Y Axis setting section provides controls for setting the y-axis label, the
y-axis max, and the type of y-axis scale. It also displays the Main Chart data series specification for
reference in a read-only list box.
Primary y-axis label. You can select one of the predefined y-axis label fields or define a custom yaxis. The following y-axis labels are pre-defined:


per Second



% Busy



Bytes/Second



Megabytes/Second



Rate (KBps)



Utilization



Usage (MHz)



Seconds



Milliseconds



100ns timer units



Bytes



Total

Custom y-axis labels. If you find that none of the pre-defined y-axis labels are appropriate, you can
define a custom label. To specify a custom y-axis label, select the “Define Other...” value from the
Axis Label dropdown and then type the label text you want to use in the text box immediately to the
right of the dropdown menu.
 SECONDARY Y A XIS SETTINGS .
Time series counter data selected for the Main Chart overlay is plotted against the secondary y-axis,
which is the right hand y-axis. The Secondary Y Axis settings section provides controls for setting the
y-axis label, the y-axis max, and the type of y-axis scale. The secondary y-axis options are the same
as the Primary y-axis controls. The Main Chart overlay data series specification is also displayed for
reference in a read-only list box.
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Walkthrough: Modifying an existing chart template and saving it as a new chart template
The following example is a walkthrough of the use of the Chart Template Editor for a common
scenario where you modify an existing chart template, verify the results, and then save the modified
template to the database as a new template.
1.

Select the Memory\Free and Zero List Bytes chart.

This is a chart that displays three performance counters that were added to the Memory statistics in
recent versions of Windows that breaks out the pool of Available Bytes into a Free and Zero page list
and a “standby” list. Free and zeroed pages have been zeroed out by the Memory Manager and are
available immediately for new allocations, typically Demand Zero allocations.
The Memory Manager treats the remainder of the Available Bytes pool as a “standby cache” that
contains trimmed pages that have been removed from process working sets, but remained resident in
memory, and they are unmodified since they were last referenced by a process address space. While
these trimmed pages are unmodified, they are eligible to be returned to a process working set quickly
in the form of a transition fault. Trimmed pages in the standby cache are in various stages of aging.
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The three categories of Standby Cache pages are


Standby Cache Core Bytes



Standby Cache Normal Bytes



Standby Cache Reserve Bytes

The Standby Cache Reserve counter represents the oldest pages in the cache. They are candidates to
be “re-purposed” – shifted to the Free List and their contents zeroed out in anticipation of being
assigned to backing a new virtual memory allocation. When the number of Standby Cache Reserve
Bytes is relatively large, as a percentage of the total amount of installed physical memory, the system
has an ample cushion of physical memory available. The Standby Cache Core Bytes counter reports
the number of pages that the Memory Manager is attempting to keep resident in memory – they are
flagged as low priority pages for re-purposing to the Free List.
The Modified Page List counts trimmed pages whose contents have changed. They are waiting in a
queue for the Modified Page Writer thread in Windows to write a current copy of the page to disk, at
which point they transition to the Standby List.
The five Memory counters shown paint a rich picture of the page aging mechanism used by the
Windows operating system. They do not say much, however, about how physical memory is actually
being used. So, we are going to modify this chart template to add counter data for process working
sets, which will show how much physical memory is allocated across active processes.
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2.

Click the Chart Template “Configure” button and navigate to the Chart Template Editor.

The Chart Template Editor shows the current counter data that is extracted from the PDB to create the
memory management chart shown in the previous step.
To add process working set counter data to the chart, access the Counter Group dropdown menu and
select the Process object. Then, in the list of process-level counters that are available, scroll down the
list and click the Working Set counter to select. Since there are many process instances, in the
Instance list box, highlight the _Total line, which will create a single data series to be added to the
chart, representing the sum of all process instances that were observed each measurement interval for
the selected counter.
We want to add this counter to the Main Chart, allowing the working set counter to be stacked on top
of the other physical memory allocation counters that are currently specified in the template. Make
sure the Chart Position indicator is set to “Chart 1 – Main”, and then click the “Add to Chart >>”
button immediately below the Chart Position dropdown.
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3.

Find the Process performance object and click the Working Set counter to highlight it on the
page. Select the _Total instance, which will sum all Process instances of this counter for each
measurement interval.

In the list of Chart Data Series Definitions in the middle of the page, verify that a data series described
as [Main] : Process([SUM])\Working Set has been added to the template.
If your screen looks different from the one above, click the new entry at the bottom of the Chart Data
Series Definitions list, press the “<< Remove” button, and try the Add Counter operation again.
Click the “Apply” command button to be able to preview a chart based on the modified template prior
to permanently updating the chart template definition stored in the PDB.
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4.

Add the Process[SUM]\Working Set counter to the Main Chart and press the “Apply” command
button.

The modified template stacks the Process([SUM])\Working Set counter data on top of the previous
Memory counters that break out the amount of physical memory available for allocation based on the
three lists of available memory pages the OS maintains: the Free list, the Modified list, and the
Standby Cache.
As indicated on the screen, the Main Chart was produced from a modified chart template, and those
changes have not been applied to the chart template definitions stored permanently in the PDB. To
save this modified template, press the “Configure” button immediately to the right of the Chart
template and Chart set dropdown menus to return to the Chart Template Editor.
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5.

Click the Chart Template “Configure” button again, press the “Save As” button on the Chart
Template screen to save the modified template as a new template with a new name. When you
arrive at the Save Chart Definition page, type in a new name for the Chart and press the “Save”
button to add a new chart template to the database.
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How All of This Works
Following is a description of how the core components of Performance Sentry interact.
Performance
Sentry
Administration
Assigns
DCS
Performance Sentry
Administration server or
“Central” server

Collection
Service

Web Portal

Reads DCS
& Writes to
Current
folder

Performance
Data viewed in
chart

Performance
Database
Data files load
to PDB

Performance
Data Files
Files in Current
move to Previous
at Cycle End

The performance data viewed in the Web Portal charts is collected by the Collection Service running
on each server. The Collection Service collects Windows performance counters as defined by the
Data Collection Set (DCS). A Data Collection Set is a set of performance counters along with the
parameters of how to collect the data for them and the interval on which to collect the data (by default
every minute). Data is collected to a file with a name in the form computername.yyyymmddhhmm.smf.
The Collection Service collects the performance data for those objects and counters defined in the
DCS and applies any filters as the data is collected. The Collection Service cycles once per day, at
which time the data collection file is closed and another one opened. Default DCS parameters are
applied during installation, but this DCS may be modified or replaced at a later time using the Sentry
Administration component.
Performance Sentry Administration is used to define the DCS by listing the objects and counters, the
collection filters that limit the amount of data collected, and the parameters of collection such as
frequency of collection and what to do with the data files containing the collected data at the end of
the Collection Cycle. Performance Sentry Administration controls the data Collection Service by
assigning a DCS to those machines you want data collected on, and is used to issue the command to
Suspend, Resume, or Modify data collection.
During the collection cycle of 24 hours, data is collected once every minute and stored locally on the
server in a hierarchical folder structure consisting of a Current, Previous and Archive folder. At the
set time of Cycle End, the current performance data collection file is closed and moved from the
Current folder to the Previous folder where files will reside for one day and then move, during the
next Cycle End, to the Archive folder. Data files in the Archive folder are saved for 7 days by default.
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Once performance data file migration has completed, an optional command, batch script, or program
can be launched to load the data to the performance database The Cycle End Command facility, as it
is called, is fully documented in the Performance Sentry User Manual.
The Cycle End command can be used to launch data loading in one of three methods:




Launch the data loading program NTDACMD.exe to connect to the database and load the data
directly. This requires that the program is launched under an account that has sufficient user
rights to write to the SQL Server database. Refer to the Performance Sentry User Manual for
instructions on how to configure the Collection Service to launch a program using impersonation.
Push – at Cycle End, scripts execute to transfer data to a single central server folder, either using
the FTP method, or the network share method. Once the files from all servers have been
transferred, the NTDACMD.exe program is scheduled on the server to load the data in all the
files to the database.

Server 1

Server 2

Server 1

Server 2

Previous

Previous

Previous

Previous

FTP to Central Network Share
Sever

Previous
S1
S2



View
S1
S2

Push data to
server

Pull – at a designated point in time, data file(s) are transferred from remote servers using routines
executed on the central server. This can either be scheduled where the central server routinely
transfers data files to a central location or ad-hoc (manually), where data transfers only when
problems arise. Once the scheduled ‘pull’ file transfer has completed, the NTDACMD.exe
program is launched to load the files from the single folder to the SQL Server database.

Server 1

Server 2

Previous

Server 3

Pull data to
Central Server

S1
S2
S3
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Performance Sentry Performance Datatbase (PDB)

The Performance Sentry Performance Database (PDB) is a Microsoft SQLServer-based database that
contains tables in the form of machinename@objectname with rows indexed by datetime and columns
that index performance counters. Performance data from each monitored machine is loaded into the
database using a program which reads data from the Collection Service files and loads the respective
tables. Data in the database is saved by default for 15 days. Data can be retained for a longer period of
time by changing a parameter. In the event that only specific performance data is needed for longer
periods of time, for example to do capacity planning, then data from the Performance Sentry database
can be exported to another database which is maintained by the customer.
Through the Performance Sentry Web Portal, the performance data from the PDB is displayed in
chart format. Charts are customizable as requirements dictate.

How the Performance Data is Stored in the Database
The ASCII, comma delimited data files, located in the Previous folder are loaded to the Performance
Database (PDB). The performance data represented in the database is roughly twice the size of the
data represented in the files produced by the Collection Service.

Note: The Performance Sentry Portal can only access and display data for those machines loaded into
the Performance Sentry database.
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View Data Tables
To view how the data is stored in the database, follow the steps below. You may want to know how
the data is structured in order to access it from another SQL reporting tool like Microsoft Excel,
Crystal Reports, or Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services.
1. Click Start/ All Programs/ Microsoft SQL Server 2008/ SQL Server Management Studio
Express, and verify the Server Name: is the machine you installed to during the product setup.

2. Click Connect.
3. Expand the folder tree to table level and expand the Tables folder, as displayed here.

4. Right click on the table dbo.SQLSERVER@Process and click on Select Top 1000
Rows from the popup menu.
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The table displays.

The columns in the table represent the performance counters in the Chart Data Series Definition list in
the Web Portal.

How to Transition from Evaluation to Production
Now that you’ve evaluated Performance Sentry and have seen the wealth of Windows Performance
Data that can be collected, stored, and reported, you will want to configure Performance Sentry to
meet you enterprise performance reporting needs and roll out data collection to other servers. For a
complete overview and reference of Performance Sentry, please see the document Performance
Sentry User Manual in the folder named:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Performance Sentry Administration v4\documents
Remember, if you need additional information or have any questions regarding Performance Sentry,
consult Demand Technology Software’s website at www.demandtech.com, or send email to
support@demandtech.com.
Thank you for your interest in Demand Technology Software’s Performance Sentry Portal and PDB!
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